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1) Defining Turalee’s Strategy

1.1 Intro and Exploring ‘Strategy’

Resource: Slides shared by Markus Muller in Strategy Learning Unit at CODE University Spring 2020.

“If I had an hour to solve a problem I’d spend 55 minutes thinking about the problem and 5
minutes thinking about solutions.” - Albert Einstein

Strategy is a tricky topic for me, even though Iʼve loved long hours of late night LAN Age of
Empires competition parties with my high school friends (We have 7/24 open Internet Cafes
in Istanbul.) When it comes to products Iʼve always seen strategy as an extra blocker for
myself. Because I already struggle a lot with over analyzing and ʻnot calling enough shots on
timeʼ and feel lost in ideation processes.

Then when I worked on design strategy earlier then this module I realised that it wasnʼt my
ʻover strategicʼ thinking causing this, it was my lack of strategy and my perception of
strategy.  Of course, as Richard Branson famously says, we have to ʻSc.. it, just do it.̓
sometimes but it s̓ not always a helpful mantra.



I donʼt want to be misunderstood though,  I also have a similar mantra in my life, for
example when we went on a Ski Trip with my high school I was the only one skipping the
classes and directly joining more experienced ski people from the never skied ever before
group. Iʼve just jumped from the hill, learned it with some embarrassing moments. Even
though Iʼm personally fine with the stupidity and extra pain that comes from this approach,
sometimes in life we have to rely on analytic thinking and data. Also our projects are
becoming not ours anymore at some point, with Turalee now I have 2 more co-founders
from CODE so it even increases the need for an articulated strategy and an objective
argumentation where everyone can agree. So in this ʻgetting over myself ʼ process Iʼve started
learning about strategy.

“The purpose of any strategy is to create a game plan that looks at your current position and then

helps you to get to where you actually want to be. It should play your strengths and be mindful

about your weaknesses. It should rely on empirical, lightweight tactics that quickly move you and

your team to your desired destination. “ (Levy, 2015)

This quote is from Jaime Levy s̓ UX Strategy book where she also goes in detail about

business strategy and gives practical tools. When I first read it it really inspired me because

it s̓ a definition of strategy which is very grounded. A�er defining what is ʻstrategyʼ for me

and what kind of strategy Iʼm looking for Iʼve started going through resources specifically in

the Product Strategy area.

Coming from that point, this case study was not just applying a framework to the Turalee

but rather learning from different resources, getting ideas and methodologies from each of

them and trying to create a meaningful whole where I also shape the Turalee s̓ Strategy

along the way with applications of that knowledge.

1.2 Turalee’s Strategy

A�er getting so much input narrowing down to one single perspective wasnʼt easy at first.
Then Iʼve read through the ʻThe Big Lie of Strategic Planningʼ article on HBR by Roger L.
Martin and It really helped with finding my perspective.

In the article he states that true strategy is actually about putting bets and making hard
choices (Martin, 2014). Also he adds that, objective of a strategy is not eliminating risks but
rather increasing the odds of success (Martin, 2014).  This feels like a strong rationale to rely



on in my view, because as humans we naturally fear the unknown and try to avoid it by
going through a lot of other troubles rather than just facing it.

Looking at my life I can see the application of this perspective is true in some other areas
too. Of course you have playbooks, knowledge and experience and they are highly important
but strategy shouldnʼt be a plan, it must be a high level understanding of the game and a
guide to follow, which is adaptable to challenges you donʼt even know that you are going to
face. Otherwise your pockets can be empty in the face of unexpected situations. As Donald
Rumsfeld famously said:

“There are known knowns; there are things we know we know. We also know there are known

unknowns; that is to say we know there are some things we do not know. But there are also

unknown unknowns—the ones we don't know we don't know. And if one looks throughout the

history of our country and other free countries, it is the latter category that tends to be the difficult

ones. (Wikipedia, April 20)”

So in the end our strategy must serve in these hard challenges that we wonʼt even know we
are going to face and help to discover best gameplans to raise our odds of success. Putting
together many learnings from Martins̓ (Martin, 2014) article and earlier learnings Iʼve
shaped a perspective for our strategy.

Turalee s̓ Understanding of Product Strategy:

● Turalee s̓ Strategy is not aiming for eliminating the risk but rather for raising the
odds of success.

● We will focus our energy on the key decisions like delivering value to customers, our
real revenue makers. We will follow a long path to creating innovative value instead
of a short path to creating profit fast.

● Instead of making plans for easy areas and creating long excel sheets disguised as
strategy we will focus on the changes in the environment. Our goal will be to
produce a superior value equation for a particular set of customers.

● As Martin states in the article, in our focus with customer value there will be two
choices determining our success: Where-to-play-decision and How-to-win-decision
(Martin, 2014). We will strongly rely on methodology in this area to discover our best
possible efforts. Our strategy must help us placing good bets and making hard
choices with clearity.

● Our strategy will never be perfect and we will keep having ʻunknownʼ areas in our
shots. Most important thing is to know that those hard shots can determine our



success and become an advantage for a small team with no financial risk like bigger
players.

● We will keep our decision logics explicit. Documenting the ideation, discovery and
product decisions along the way can become a key in our success. This way we can
discover the reasons behind our mistakes and ask better questions for further
decisions.

Goals of Turalee s̓ Current Strategy:

First of all we are at Point A now, which is:
We have some ideas, knowledge on innovative ways of learning and believe music can foster
language learning. This belief comes from books I read and personal experiences and our
argument -in brief- which is that people engage better with meaningful content, have more
motivation to understand it and put more effort in understanding it. Therefore it raises the
success but as we see current language learning apps don't offer this.

And we would like to go to Point B relaying on our strategy:
We have a working product where people enjoy using it and it creates a visible progress on
their language learning journey. It creates a revenue based on consistent value delivery. We
know what to aim at with this strategy and focus on the most important aspects of our
process. Also we know at least which areas we may have the highest risks of not succeeding.

Therefore, Turalee expects those outcomes from the strategy:
● We know our strengths and weaknesses and use them wisely.
● We know how to navigate product decisions.
● We know how to turn ideas into real product features for people.
● We know which of our product ideas & designs has more potential and can test them

with minimum cost.
● It helps to find creative solutions (with minimum effort & resources) to help people

engage with language learning and have real growth.
● 80% of success will come by 20% of our services & features. Being aware of our key

offerings and focusing on them.
● We know the most efficient business model to keep the ship going. Also we are

discovering new ways of reducing the costs.
● We will know  in which environments and which group of people, values we deliver

works better.



2) Market Analysis

2.1) Competitors

I would like to keep this part very brief and the reason is that our goal is actually to
eliminate having competitors by providing unique value. So in the end, we donʼt want to
compete but create. Still, to make this claim grounded here Iʼve defined our view of the
competitive landscape.

To Compete or Not To Compete?
Even though it s̓ been a long time that Iʼve read Zero to One from Peter Thiel I still
remember this part from the book: “The perfect target market for a startup is a small group
of particular people concentrated together and served by few or no competitors. (Thiel,
2014)”

I would like our product to be unique enough that the promise it gives is given by nobody
else. Therefore we can define our own price and donʼt have to be reactive to changes in the
environment.

About Blue Ocean Strategy. (n.d.). Retrieved May 06, 2020, from/www.blueoceanstrategy.com

Turalee s̓ Competitive Logic in Brief:
If we have to compete with other language learning apps to win customers there must be
something wrong in our strategy. Because price/value competition is for bigger players, as a
small and compact team we have to rely on innovative ways of value delivery and creation.



2.2) Current Trend

With all the things done right in our strategy it may not be the best time to enter a market.
It s̓ very common that we see some great ideas fall short on the market just because it s̓ not
the right timing, like a big scale VR project we had failed just because the technology and
consumer habits are not ready for it. In our case our innovation wonʼt be in the technology
part but how we use it in our user experience and how creatively we deliver value. One of
the strongest points of our innovative mindset is that we will have a different look to
ʻcommonly acceptedʼ learning methods and challenge them with recent discovery in this
topic.

So with all these things in mind, rising numbers in entertainment and language learning
markets would be a metric for us to say wind is on our side. Let s̓ discover some recent
numbers.

Before going into market statistics, I would like to share a quote from a recent new story:
“Before the current crisis, Netflix had forecast 7 million net new paid subscribers for its just-released
earnings. With the dramatically changed landscape, growth was obviously going to beat the
forecast, but Q1 came in at more than double expectations, with 15.77 million paid net additions.”
(Ha, Techcrunch, 2020 April 21)

Netflix s̓ recent growth in the crisis showcases the drastic change in my view, a company
doubling it s̓ expectations of net paid subscriptions a sure indicator for the current trend is
on our side. What will be the secondary and other effects of this? Maybe increasing
competition? Iʼm not so sure about that part but at the moment, pie is growing in size.

To get out of the current crisis and look at the bigger perspective of market trends let s̓ look
at a few statistics and my understanding of them in the context of Turalee s̓ Strategy.

Number of Netflix paid streaming subscribers worldwide 2011-2020



(Figure 1, Retrieved from Statista.com)

Iʼve included this chart to show that growth in consumption of digital content is not just due
to the recent crisis, it s̓ a steady growth throughout this decade.

Market size of the global digital language learning industry by language 2015-2025

(Figure 2, Retrieved from Statista.com)



So another slice we want is and may be the more relevant one is the digital language
learning industry. Here we also see a steady growth and more importantly in the predictions
we see the speed of growth is also accelerating.

Leading non-gaming Android app publishers in Great Britain (GB) 2020, by revenue

(Figure 3, Retrieved from Statista.com)

But what about the revenue? The market can be big but is it paying enough to survive for a
new company? When we look at the current revenues of all non-gaming apps in the UK we
see that Duolingo, a gamified language learning app which we initially have a counter
argument to their model,  makes it to the top list next to Google & Tinder like huge revenue
generators. Here we also see that well-being apps are very close revenue generators so we
can also attract people in the user acquisition process with delivering valuable content on
well being during the language learning process.

Main popular online platforms for learning English in Poland 2020



(Figure 4, Retrieved from Statista.com)

Another interesting statistic showing us that the majority of people donʼt know an online
platform for learning English. This gives me the assumption of language learning apps are
attracting people who already made the decision of language learning, in our case we want
someone enjoying French songs in their free time that there are tools designed for you to
turn this enjoyable experience into a challenging but meaningful experience where you can
also learn the meanings of the song and even speak the language in the long term.

The Transatlantic Divide in Language Learning



(Figure 5, Retrieved from Statista.com)

The last graph is to show why Europe is a great market to enter for language learning. It
doesnʼt need way more explanation in my view but if someone digs deeper I am sure that he
or she can discover the reasons behind this graph. What is interesting for me here is the end
result of a huge portion of students learning a foregin language.

3) Product Strategy
This part has the highest emphasis so Iʼve worked on our Strategy in 4 steps. Looking at our
Initial Value Proposition, Discovering Value, Evaluation & Product Decisions and finally
Business Model which shapes around the first 3 parts. The key for Turalee is to create the
right value for the customer. So if the first 3 parts don't work properly our Business Value
wonʼt be relevant at all.



3.1) Turalee’s Initial Value Proposition

Our Value Proposition Canvas Based on Strategyzer s̓ model

Here are main takeaways from creating our value proposition canvas, also in this link you
can preview the bigger version of it.

Turalee Personas̓ Jobs To Be Done:
● Learning language with music lyrics,
● Practicing & Learning words they donʼt know,
● Discover new songs in the target language,
● Sharing learnings with friends and community,
● Figuring out words they donʼt know while listen,
● Measuring Learning Progress.

Persona Pains vs. Turalee s̓ Pain Relievers:

● Translations might be incorrect,
● Lots of manual work, e.g. writing

down unknown vocabulary,
● Hard to get Songs Translated,
● Lack of Motivation,
● Self Reflection might not work,
● Practicing Vocabularies might

become boring,

● Translated Lyrics by Musixmatch &
Community,

● Can follow the song in both target
and their language.,

● Learning Progress Visualized by
Songs & Playlists,

● Saving Unknown Words to Library,
● Practicing Vocabulary becomes fun,

https://www.strategyzer.com/canvas/value-proposition-canvas
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GWPelHcMzwVOdTN5HaLC6JCZsxmd4sED/view?usp=sharing


● Canʼt understand slang or reference
in the song, from direct translation.

using Games,
● Automated Translation as a Basis,
● Creating tips on songs for others in

the community,
● Seeing your progress real time when

you practice vocabulary.

Persona Gains vs. Turalee s̓ Gain Creators:

● Learn Grammar,
● Being Motivated to Learn,
● Social Interaction,
● Finding Good Music,
● Learning Vocabulary,
● Learn About Other Cultures,
● Using their favorite songs for

learning a language.

● Share Progress & Snippets with
Friends,

● Home Page that allows easy
Discovery of new Songs,

● Access to Spotify s̓ Big Song Library
+ Personal Lists,

● Translated Lyrics,
● Detailed Song Analyses for

Language Learning ,
● Home Page of Songs with difficulty,

language and genre,
● Detailed Song Analysis for Language

Learning ,
● Rank Up in the community with

learning + creating.

To make our value proposition more explicit,  I would like to make a clear statement with
Geoffrey Moore s̓ value proposition statement (Moore, 2006).  (It s̓ a clear statement for the
exact moment, depending on people s̓ reaction and changing needs we can keep it dynamic
and come back  to it for updating anytime.)

Turalee s̓ Value Proposition Statement:
For language learners, who like practicing with foreign song lyrics, Turalee is an online
subscription based service that provides personally meaningful content together with
innovative learning tools. Unlike Duolingo or Babbel, Turalee users can work with their
preferred content and rely on not repetitive but effective and innovative learning tools
provided by us.



3.2) Discovering Value

Understanding and targeting jobs was the key to Sony founder Akio Morita's approach to disruptive
innovation. Morita never did conventional market research. Instead, he and his associates spent
much of their time watching what people were trying to get done in their lives, then asking
themselves whether Sony's electronics miniaturization technology could help them do these things
better, easier, and cheaper. New growth markets are created when innovative companies design a
product and position its brand on a job for which no optimal product yet exists.  (Christensen,
2005)”

Christensen briefly describes the reasoning of our strategic decision to be persistent about
value discovery in the quote above, also in the same article he states that all the bigger
players are looking for expanding their product categories for growth and that s̓ basically
why product managers are hired ( Christensen ,2005). Therefore as a small team looking for
innovative ideas, this fact can turn our ʻsmallnessʼ into an advantage. We can aim for a very
narrow job to be done by us and build a brand around it and still be fine if we have a very
tiny share of the market.

That s̓ why this is the second key part of our strategy, even though we trust our initial value
proposition and ideas, my biggest learning from my earlier journey (In my earlier Startup,
Weʼve designed and developed a product for 6 months that no one wanted in the end.) is that
sometimes you have to leave your solution aside and look at the problem again with clear
eyes. This wonʼt just help us to check & balance our initial ideas but also will help us
discover more grounded ideas relying on people s̓ actual needs.

Turalee s̓ Path To Discovery of Great Value:
● Put our idea aside, go and discover people's problems without thinking about our

solution.
● Test our solutions in a way that we get really honest answers as close as weʼve put it

on the market with a price.

Risks to Address in Value Discovery:
Iʼve based this part on Marty Cagans̓ famous book Inspired, no addition was needed since it
was perfectly matching to our strategy.

● “ Will the customer buy this, or choose to use it? (Value risk)
● Can the user figure out how to use it? (Usability risk)
● Can we build it? (Feasibility risk)
● Does this solution work for our business? (Business viability risk)  (Cagan, 2018)”



Applied Value Discovery for Turalee:
Of course we werenʼt relying totally on our ideas before creating this strategy document. We
were putting together pieces of feedback and people s̓ input to create a basis for our
product. Instead of sharing this earlier findings Iʼve conducted a small interview with my
learnings and also started some Reddit Discussions to get people s̓ opinions on this area.

For the customer Iʼve tried to act like we donʼt have the solution of Turalee at all and just
discovering an example of a person's learning journey from our customer segment. Iʼve also
consulted my learnings from the book Inspired again because Cagan states that Customer
Interview is the one of the most powerful and important skills for any product manager and
very o�en the source of inspiration for many breakthrough product ideas (Cagan, 2018).
Also Iʼve followed those questions from his book as a guiding path:

● “Are your customers who you think they are?
● Do they really have the problems you think they have?
● How does the customer solve this problem today?
● What would be required for them to switch? (Cagan, 2018)”

For the Reddit Discussion, I was opening some open ended chats so I couldnʼt risk getting
too general. Instead Iʼve put my real story which was I was initially trying to learn German
from songs and asked people to share their advice and their experiences with me. Still I
wasnʼt the founder of Turalee but just a regular struggling language learner, which is
actually who I am more than a founder at the moment.

Customer Interview Takeaways:
(Age: 20, Occupation: Studen, Gender: Female, Learned English at School, Learning German
at own, Native Turkish Speaker who stayed in Berlin and wants to study here in the future.)

● I donʼt really make grammer a problem, just learn the basics and then move on to
learning words & phrases. If I donʼt understand a concept I can go back and look it
up on Google.

● I seperate words to learn vocabulary, put them in context like going to restaurants
and small conversations. I write down words I discover in a notebook. I also like
watching TV Series and Movies but in German I have a hard time finding them.

● When I learn words from songs the hardest part is to understand the slang language
and hidden meanings.



● Iʼve paid for an app called Mondly for the first month and then cancelled in the
second month. Iʼve just selected it because it came in the top of my App Store search.
I didnʼt like their way of teaching like giving me 5 words practice per day so I
canceled.

● For me the best way to learn is first watching Tv Series and Movies and then Talking
to Someone in that language.

Reddit ʻGuerillaʼ Interview Takeaways:

This was the most fun part and Iʼve got really honest answers. In just 9 hours even these
kinds of fights started with people supporting this idea and not:

My question here was ʻWhat do you think about learning Languages with songs? (Original
Discussion)

Iʼve created 3 posts in 3 different subreddits. In 9 hours Iʼve got more then 30 answers to my
posts.

Here I will quote some takeaways who cues for a possible value proposition (Randomly and
Anonymously.):

https://www.reddit.com/r/languagelearning/comments/geiam3/what_do_you_think_about_learning_languages_with/
https://www.reddit.com/r/languagelearning/comments/geiam3/what_do_you_think_about_learning_languages_with/


Reddit User 1:
● Songs Inspired User 1 to learn german, thinks minimum is 3 months of investment if

you really want to learn.
● You need to learn the basics and how the grammar works first. For that watching

shows like Peppa pig can help then you can pick up hard lyrics like Rammsteins̓.
Then you can start watching Netflix's Dark without subtitles. Level by level.

● Try to listen to what the language sounds like, grab sounds and try to pronounce
them. Donʼt be afraid to make mistakes.

● Duolingo helps with pickup words but someone finishing it doesn't mean that person
can speak the language.

● Start with daily practice of 5-15 minutes. Donʼt think as a chore, Free time = German
think like a way of spending free time.

● At first all Germans sound like Eminem in rap God but in time you will start picking
up words from the context. A good way is to read aloud an article or a newspaper,
and also try to read them at the same speed as if you were reading a text in your
native language.

Reddit User 2:
● Just starting to learn Deutsch. In a Deutsch course, using Duolingo and pimsleur

method, also listens to music. The method user 2 uses is drowning into long
podcasts, looking up the words coming up a lot and sounding interesting. In the
same time the words User 2 doesnʼt look up still stored in the subconsciousness.

Reddit User 3:
● User 3 Thinks translating lyrics is a very valid option for vocab acquisition. It helps to

memorise and contextualize many words.  Doesnʼt very much like rap because it can
cause mistranslations due to artistic and linguistic freedom.

● Reading books is a favorite thing to do, User 3 s̓ strategy here: Write down the most
important verbs, adjectives and nouns that you come across. Paraphrase in German
if possible not just translate them. In the end you will finish the book and have a
comprehensive glossary.

Reddit User 4:
● Been listening to the same 10-15 songs for about 2 years and doesnʼt see it as a

language learning tool but helpful to hear things she is learning being used by native
speakers, and to slowly understand more and more of a song over time.

Reddit User 4:



● See it the same as Movies/Tv Shows. Songs are a great way to learn vocabulary,
pronunciation. Thinks vocabulary learned through song sticks, especially if they are
songs listened to several times.

● Favorite Way: Listening to song once without any lyrics. Trying best to figure out
lyrics even for 2-3 tries. If I can't figure out the words then I decide to listen with
lyrics. Then switching back to without lyrics to see if I can understand it now.

Reddit User 5:
● Doesnʼt like to study lyrics because it ruins the song. It kind of makes listening to

music feel too much like studying. It s̓ helpful for having a rough estimation of skills.
A fun way to review vocabulary.

Reddit User 6-7:
● User 6 says that she tried it but never been a fan. Many songs donʼt use naturally

spoken language and rely on fancier lyrics to rhyme or convey a message. Though it
depends on the language and culture.

● User 7 replies: This was my issue with Icelandic Music. They had poetic and hard to
understand lyrics, this ruined a lot of good Icelandic songs for me.

Reddit User 8:
● User 8 sees it as a great option and a great conversation opener with native speakers.

Also thinks it has aural comprehension teachings. Just look up lyrics, using it for
discovering the culture but still learning some words.

Reddit User 9:
● Thinks it really helps and it s̓ a scientific method. Got one of his songs translated in a

different Subreddit because he couldnʼt find proper translation.

Reddit User 10:
● French rap helped User 10 to understand the language more, R&B songs are easier to

learn and repeat. Specially likes to sing whilst doing other activities.

Reddit User 11:
● Listening to music in the target language is a great tool. Plus you learn

pronunciation, rhythm and figurative expressions. (Then the user shared a great
German Indie Music playlist with me!)



● When I asked how she learns, she said first find songs you like, do your best to figure
out what they mean, listen over and over again until you have memorized the song
and sing along.

● Donʼt get too hung up on what the words mean, pay attention to grammar. Example:
Where is the verb? Is it ʻdirʼ or ʻdichʼ in this sentence?  How do the adjective endings
decline? As you memorise lyrics you can abstract out these rules.

● Example song user 11 learned German was ʻTeenage Fanclub Girlʼ by Anjelika
Express, it helped to remember how feminine adjectives decline in dative because
they sing .̒..als ich sie fragte nach der besten Gruppe aller Zeiten auf der ganzen
Welt…ʼ

3.3) Evaluation and Product Decisions

Our initial strategy was to split our product in ʻCoreʼ and ʻTuralee 1.0 ,̓ weʼve made list of all
the possible features and then thought:

“Okay, now we are not really sure about the direction we go, it can be more community
features or interactive game features. So let s̓ define some Core features that we can use in
any case and then evaluate our ideas for Turalee 1.0 later.̓

An example from our evaluation board. Me, Dennis and Victor evaluate ideas in the meetings together from several
perspectives.

Also during the semester we had to develop something for our modules so it wasnʼt like we
had time to do all this work first then decide a holistic product. I think that decision was
successful because now we still struggle a lot with development of even the very basic
features. In the end there is nothing lost, we are learning on the way and doing our



modules. When the semester ends we can go back to our ideas, do value discovery too and
then build up on our core features.

To give an overview of current workflow:
1. Weʼve put in a list of ideas with very basic requirements,
2. Evaluated them together, decided which are ʻCoreʼ features that help to learn and

move on.
3. Iʼm designing those features and handing it to Victor & Dennis for development. Also

in the Web App Iʼm working on development.
4. We le� evaluating features for Turalee 1.0 to later, instead of making weak decisions.

So our roadmap is:

Developing Core
Features (Quick
decisions for
modules & learning)

Value Discovery and
Creating Turalee 1.0
Ideas (Product
Strategy comes in.)

Idea Evaluation &
Rapid Testing our
Prototypes

Creating
Development
Sprints for Turalee
1.0

Current situation is that we are working on our web and mobile app development with a
great tech stack choice that fits our team (Vue Js for Web & Flutter for Mobile) and keeping a
long list of ideas for our product s̓ next steps.

A�er this strategy document Iʼve learned great ways of discovering value and validating it so
when the semester ends I can propose these methods to the team, we can start discovering
new value and evaluating existing ones then start development of a released product for
customers.

3.4)  Business Model

Turalee s̓ business model will revolve around subscription based value delivery. Our initial
plan is to let people use our app free for testing the experience and basic features like
listening to a song in two languages and saving words, then put a paywall to more advanced
tools and consumption to serve people who really get a value out of it in their learning
process.



Here is a brief visualization of our business model.

Key here is to target people to try our free product, really solve their problems and then
make them buy the subscription version.

To define our business strategy on a higher level Iʼve looked into the ʻDo Entrepreneurs
Need a Strategy?ʼ article by Joshua Gans. Looking at all the possible paths Iʼve decided the
best path to take for us is being Disruptive and looking at the results deciding to stay that
way or go more into Value Chain path (Gans, 2018):

(Gans, 2018) Retrieved from Hbr.org in 2020.



In another article on HBR, Christensen explains that disruptive innovation usually is “a
process by which a product or service takes root initially in simple applications at the
bottom of a market and then relentlessly moves up market, eventually displacing
established competitors. (Christensen, 2015)”

That exactly states our strategy in my view, we will try to capture a very narrow experience
of language learning at the bottom that s̓ not even noticed by big players. Then if we succeed
we will try to create the same effects with our innovative ux and ideas from research scaling
to other aspects of language learning. If we canʼt scale on that level then we can turn to
other players and then we can  become a value in the middle of the language learning
process.  In short:

1. We will start disruptive and experiment on our strong value innovation ideas.
2. As we grow we will either keep being disruptive and capture other value areas in the

market like offering courses or we will stay focused on our niche and create value for
also other players in the market.

In the pursuit of this path, Value Innovation will be key to our success.  In the related part of
UX Strategy Book, which Iʼve read way earlier than this case study, Jaime Levy gives a secret
sauce to innovative values: “The product offers a new mash-up of features from competitors
and relevant UX influencers. The product provides an innovative “slice” or a twist to a value
proposition from existing larger platforms.  The product consodilates formerly disparate
user experiences into one single simple and crucial solution. The product brings two
separate and distinct user segments to the table to negotiate a deal that had not been
possible before, thus revolutionizing those user s̓ world. (Levy,2015)”



(Levy, 2015) Picture Retrieved from O'Reilly in 2020.

That s̓ exactly what we will be aiming for, bringing together distinct experiences to offer
solutions to people that no other competitor offers. I also believe if done successfully that s̓
the only way to start for us because competing with big players with the same solutions they
offer is not a good point for starting a business in my view. Since they have way more
resources and customers offering the same value it will be a lost race.

In order to accomplish Value Innovation, our strategy is to focus on our key experiences,
take advantage of innovative ux solutions and then deliver new ways of value with cost
efficiency.

https://www.oreilly.com/content/four-tenets-ux-strategy/


4) Turalee’s Outlook
Early Customers to Attract:
This graphic shows online purchasing of  E-learning materials in Great Britain 2019 by age
groups.

(Figure 6, Retrieved from Statista.com)

With Turalee our luck is that weʼve started as an University project so we have a long
runway, we donʼt have to directly make money. Using this advantage we want to spend more
time value creation and as a result speaking to larger groups of people.

So even though we will design for all the interested learners and shape our product
decisions for a broad group, in the targeted ads for subscription products we can aim these
age groups (16-24, 25-34, 34-44) to have a higher success rate in the beginning.

Still we will optimise our product for a broad segment to grow naturally in time.

How to Reach our First Users?
In Value Discovery Iʼve realised that there are already a lot of people interested in this
learning method. So I will try to form a group of people to experiment with our product.
Then we will launch targeted ads and use social media to create valuable content for even
larger groups.



The key here is that we will use Turalee s̓ social channels as a form of value delivery also.
There we will give a sense of our subscription product and share stories of people. What we
wonʼt do is replicate the experience in social media because it can create the risk of people
getting a wrong impression about our experience there and not even trying to actually use
the Turalee App.

Turalee in 1 Year:
We donʼt have a revenue goal or a financial barrier to pass to stay alive. Again, our luck is
that we can develop this project at university. We are learning along the way and trying to do
our best. So instead of finances, for me our success in 1 year would look like:

● Weʼve discovered real problems,
● Weʼve delivered unique and innovative value to people and solved those problems,
● We have not in numbers but in love great amount of people using Turalee &

recommending it to people,
● Weʼve found out what makes people tick and developed their language learning

process with our ideas,
● There are people paying actual money to get the best of our services. (Money here is

just a representation of value we deliver in terms of reality check. If we can even use
donation based business models would be fine for me, so again our focus is creating
value.)
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